Preface
This is the second in a series of short books on our future energy after the
coming decline in fossil carbon. It follows on from a longer earlier book
“America 2100--After Fossil Carbon”, that contains physics background. The
previous small book in the series, “The Rise and Fall of Fossil Carbon” mainly
describes projections, by a number of people, that available fossil carbon energy
will decline drastically during this century and will have to be replaced by other
forms of energy. This book explores the gigantic scope of replacing fossil
carbon energy. It will be a big problem for us all.
The first of these replacement energy problems for the U.S. will be declining
available crude oil or petroleum. The oil decline will begin this decade or early
in the next.
Replacement energy is going to be the largest transformation of our nation since
the industrial revolution. The next book in this series will be about past large
scale projects that involved the entire nation. The aim there will be to show that
big problems can be dealt with.
Very few people will credit the decline in fossil carbon even when it begins--in
our case, when available oil starts dropping and the price likely becomes
ruinous or we otherwise drastically cut our use. Full recognition of the problem
will take time. The future energy problem cannot be met at all unless the
citizenry of the nation understand it and themselves drive the changes we need.
These books are written to help achieve broad understanding of our problem
and possible solutions.

There are two books in one here, a “frontbook” that you are reading now. This is
meant to be easy to read--an overview. This frontbook contains links to a
“backbook”, just a series of endnotes. This backbook is a more fact and analysis
based extension of the frontbook that can be read independently.
It may seem odd that these books do not often mention global climate change, a
consequence of burning fossil carbon. There are reasons for this. There is
already abundant information and public discussion on reducing fossil carbon
use. I have nothing to add. A related reason, important here, is that there is with
near certainty not enough accessible fossil carbon to cause more than about a
two degree C global temperature increase above the preindustrial level. This is
often quoted as the goal of carbon dioxide reduction plans, but it rather seems to
be unavoidable to me. The effects of that two degree increase will be grave,
even if we do not have enough understanding of global climate yet to predict
details. Also, it is still possible to ignore global warming. But soon you will not
be able to ignore the shortage of gasoline for your car. The coming limits on
available fossil carbon, mostly geological in origin, will show just how huge the
impact of reduced carbon use will be. We need to start thinking about these
limits now, because they will be forced on us. To the extent that concerns about
global climate change lead us to use less fossil carbon, that is good and will
help an adjustment we will be compelled to make anyhow.
As the decline in fossil carbon takes hold, it will become clear that nothing in
present society, economics and politics can survive entirely intact. Our society
today is too fully an expression of the economic and political facts of an
industrial revolution driven by fossil carbon. That era will begin to end soon. In
a sense, the original industrial revolution will end. We will need to loose any
fear of change and begin to face the future.
I used to end the course that I taught on this subject by saying to the students
that they and their children were fortunate: they would have to create a new
world, whether they wanted to or not. I never met a student who was appalled
by this idea.

Introduction
The role that fossil carbon energy plays in our lives is not obvious. 1 2 Much is
hidden. Electrical energy is delivered over wires, the source, often fossil carbon
burning, far away. We buy energy as gasoline for our cars, not noticing the
delivery tank trucks that come late in the day to the gas station, or the distant
refineries and oil fields. The natural gas that heats our houses comes thru
pipelines buried underground for the most part, from gas fields we mostly do
not see. And this energy is, for the most part, cheap. We just ignore the sources.
Without fossil carbon energy our industrial society could not exist. Imagine
what it would be like if tomorrow there were no gasoline for cars or diesel fuel
for trucks and farm tractors, no natural gas to heat our homes, little or no
electricity to power either industry or our homes. Our industrial society would
die almost overnight. Yet we can safely ignore this possibility, at least for now.
We cannot live today without fossil carbon energy. But there are two economic
paradoxes arising from this cheap energy. They are the low national and
personal energy cost. If you look up just what fraction of the U.S. gross domestic product (GDP) is in the form of energy purchases, it is only about six
percent, or perhaps somewhat more. 3 Six or even eight percent is a small
fraction of our economy. There is no dramatic expense there, and no reason at
present for most of us to think much about energy. And our personal household
expenditure for energy is not large either--at least for well-off households. For
those of us around middle income, we can afford the energy we use. So we can
almost ignore the energy without which our industrial society cannot exist. 4
The problem we face is a coming scarcity of this fossil carbon energy--the
declining availability of oil, natural gas and coal. This will be both national and
worldwide. Oil is our most important national fossil carbon energy source and
we have to import about half of what we use. Both our own oil production and
world exports of oil will decline. We still have reserves of natural gas and we

import little of that. But natural gas will decline. What we do have in abundance
is coal, but even coal will become harder to get and lower quality and more
polluting.
The decline is certain, the timing of the decline less so. World oil production
will begin dropping around the end of this decade, national natural gas a bit
later and our national coal after mid-century. World declines in the last two will
follow. For more on this, see “The Rise and Fall of Fossil Carbon”. That book
details the studies that project the decline.
These carbon declines could become severe. Five percent overall decline per
year, or more, is not at all unreasonable.5 At present, we just do not have
replacements. The only good other energy sources we have now are nuclear and
hydro electric power. But together they only amount to about 11% of our energy
use and they are not increasing. Wind energy is about 1.5%. Biomass is less
than 5% of our energy use, but even that goes mainly into industry. A steady
five percent per year decline in fossil carbon energy would amount early on to
about three times our present installed wind power every year. It would amount
to almost half our present installed nuclear power, again every year. There will
be brief ups and downs. Eventually, the decline will continue inexorably. This is
the the problem we face.
Of course, decline numbers will change as we move into the crisis this will
cause and the near future becomes clearer. But they will not change by enough
to reduce the problem by much. And it could be worse than in this simple
example of a five percent per year decline in fossil carbon.
Simple short term measures will not work over decades of coming decline.
Maybe we can reduce our use of energy somewhat. (Many industrialized
countries use half as much primary energy per person as we do.) 6 But the
Lawrence Livermore energy flow plot in note 2 shows that the problem is
complex and not just a simple energy conservation issue. Fossil carbon plays a
role everywhere in our economy. Energy conservation will happen, but in the
near future we must think through our need for large scale replacement energy
sources.

The thermodynamics of burning fossil carbon for energy to drive engines forces
waste on us. We cannot escape that, nor can we escape the additional waste
from the limitations of engineering. Overall, over 60% of the energy in fossil
carbon is wasted as heat dumped to the environment. Power plants often waste
70%. As we think of new energy in the future, we will need to keep in mind that
what we will have to replace is roughly the 40% of all energy that is actually
useful to us. In the case of transportation, we will have to replace only the tiny
20% of the energy in fossil fuels that is useful to us as motive energy. This is
because fuels in transportation are used with a truly incredible, and mostly
unavoidable, inefficiency.7 We will see that the loss of fossil carbon fuels in
transportation looks at first quite frightening. But our replacement energy
challenge there is not quite so bad, just because fuels are used so inefficiently.
First we will look at our transportation infrastructure, then at the replacement
energy problem in transportation. Next will come the future decline in natural
gas for home and commercial heat and for industry and, finally, the coming
decline in coal, mainly used for producing electric power.

Chapter 1-Our Transportation Infrastructure1
The decline in fossil fuels will hit our transportation system hard, just because
the system is so large.
It is hardly surprising that we have the largest road network in the world, about
two-thirds of it paved roads and about one percent of the total being interstate
highways. 2 Transportation generally accounts for almost 9% of U.S. jobs and
almost 9% of gross domestic product or GDP. 3
One way of thinking about the scale of transportation is to take simply the ratio
of the total system length to the total number of people served by it. This may
seem a strange measure, but it turns out to be useful. It allows a quick way of
comparing different systems and times.
Meters per person is a convenient unit. This is the total system length in meters
divided by the number of people it serves--meters per person or a little over
three feet per person. This is static and depends only on the system size and the
population. Zero meters per person for roads is no roads at all. It is hard to
imagine having hundreds of meters of road per person--several football field
lengths--how would you maintain it?
Our U.S. total amounts to about 20 meters of road per person in the nation,
almost seventy feet. 4 This is about the length of road in front of my house. We
have almost as many vehicles as people (250 Million vehicles versus 320
Million people). So we have almost one motor vehicle for that 20 meters of road
per person. These numbers might seem big and outrageous, but India has about
3 meters of road per person and about one vehicle (not counting motorcycles)
per 120 meters of road. Roads are important everywhere and there are a lot of
motor vehicles almost everywhere. We just have more.
We pay for our roads thru gas taxes and general tax revenue (about a third from
gas and other vehicle taxes). Keeping up our roads costs our state and local
governments a bit over $150 billion per year. 5 This does not seem like too
much, given how important roads are to us; it amounts to less than one percent

of our gross domestic product or GDP. Nobody really wants to pay this bill, but
as a nation we do it anyhow, and we can afford it.
You can imagine the impact on this huge road system due to fuel decline. One
of many future replacement energy problems will be when we lack diesel fuel
for the heavy equipment we need to keep up our roads. We will need to worry
what the future holds when our energy to keep up roads is mostly replacement
energy, not cheap fossil carbon fuels.
Once upon a time we had a really extensive railroad network. We still do, but it
is now used mostly for long distance freight. The peak of our rail network was
probably around WWI, when it was about 400,000 kilometers or about five
times the length of our present interstate highway system, for a population of
about a hundred million. The system now may be somewhat more than half
what it once was--but it is still the largest in the world.
Our railroad system length now amounts to a bit over one-half meter per person.
If we wanted to restore railroads to the same ratio of kilometers per person that
we had a century ago (about 250 people per kilometer of railroad or about 4
meters per person), we would have to expand the network by six or eight times
its present length. This would produce a railroad system with a bit over the
same length per person as India’s road system. Our ancestors a hundred years
ago got good use out of a system of this scale.
Our railroad system will likely always be very low density compared to our
road system, unless the road system shrinks drastically as oil becomes scarce.
Railroads survive now because, once built, they use little diesel fuel to run. (The
industry boasts often and properly about this.) Keeping railroads maintained
now is perhaps less than a tenth or so of what maintaining our road system
costs. (A vastly expanded rail network would cost a lot more to maintain, of
course.) In an era of very low oil availability we will likely need to build out our
rail system to supply many transportation needs. Exactly how we will do this,
using mainly replacement energy, is unclear.
Our other surface transportation infrastructure is, of course, public. Public

transportation is now tiny compared to what it once was. I grew up in Los
Angeles, and just one streetcar system, popularly called the “Red Car
System” (the Pacific Electric System) had a length of about 3 meters per person
(1800 kilometers for 600,000 people about 1920). And there was another inner
city system, called the “Yellow Car System” that must have been about the
same length. I remember riding them both in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s,
by which time the streetcars were pretty shabby but cheap.
Much of these systems of public transit have been replaced by diesel busses.
Where I live there are about twice as many diesel busses now as there were
once streetcars. This is not many, given how much city populations have
increased.
If my information is accurate, the Los Angeles City road system today amounts
to about 10 meters per person, about twice the length of an automobile. So the
old streetcar system, at 3 meters per person, was not small in scale, when
compared to the population, just as our old railroad system was not small in
scale. 6
This old streetcar system, powered by electricity, was, of course, replaced by
modern fossil fuel automobile and truck transport. Los Angeles is famous for its
freeways, but less so for the very many city streets-all of which have to be
maintained.
City transportation is, probably, not one of our most serious replacement energy
problems. We already know that the change from electric streetcars to fossil fuel
vehicles worked, although it took decades, and it is nearly certain that the
reverse transformation (mainly fossil fuel vehicles to large scale electric public
transportation) could be workable as well. Of course, this assumes we head that
way. A benefit is that the electrical energy to run a large scale system is not
large.7
The chief problem is not energy at all, but the time we will need to make the
transformation. Also, perhaps most of you think that we will just all own
electric automobiles when gasoline is scarce. So we won’t need any more public
transportation than now. Perhaps. But it is probably fantasy that we will replace

all our fossil fuel autos and trucks with electric ones once oil is mostly unavailable.8
We do not right now need mass electric transportation because we have so many
fossil fueled autos, trucks, busses and air travel. Our leftover public transportation, small scale city diesel bus systems seem to have about as many busses as
once streetcars.9 That is not many for a larger population.
Our air transport system does not provide that much travel compared to autos-about one in seven of our individual miles travelled per year is by air.10 It is hard
to imagine not flying when we want to. But it is sobering to realize just how
fossil fuel intensive air transport is. The fuel on a modern Boeing 737 at takeoff
amounts to about half of the weight of the empty airframe. Half the airframe
weight is a lot of fossil fuel to burn off on every flight.
The large energy content of modern fossil carbon jet fuel is absolutely essential
to air travel at present. There is no obvious margin for other energy to replace
jet fuel. Without synthetic carbon fuels, created at high cost from scarce carbon
resources, it is hard to see how any replacement energy can maintain the present
air travel system by the end of the century. Air travel may over the next few
decades will likely become rare and expensive and mostly military.
But fuel use belongs to the next chapter. And present fossil fuel automobiles and
trucks will be the main casualty of declining oil.

Chapter 2-The Transportation Fuel Problem
We may grumble about the cost of gasoline, or diesel truck fuel, but we use it a
mere tankful at a time. It does not seem like a lot this way. But it adds up.
Driving 13,000 miles per year per car at 20 miles per gallon amounts to 650
gallons per year. The usual way of measuring fuels is in terms of a 42 gallon
barrel (159 liters). So this is about 15 barrels per year. That seems like more.
Imagine that, per driver, you got delivered 15 barrels of gasoline every
January--over twice that per household. It would make an unsightly stack
outside your front door or along the street in front of your apartment. Maybe
that still does not seem by a lot, but for the whole country’s gasoline burning
cars it amounts to about 10 million barrels every day. And this is all refined out
of crude oil, currently about 18 million barrels per day for our nation, about a
quarter of all the crude oil produced in the world. 1
Just how we use crude oil was described in detail in the 2005 “Hirsch Report”
to our government, mentioned earlier. (It even has its own Wikipedia page.)
Most of our crude oil has been used for transportation, the subject of this
chapter2
A breakdown of our oil use is important enough to include it here. 3 The table in
the Hirsch report looks like this:

There are some interesting things in this table. First, we use a lot of diesel and

jet fuel--about a quarter each of what we use as motor gasoline. Second, there is
not much overlap between transportation and industrial use of oil products. But
they all do come out of the same refining process.
This table shows the scale of our replacement energy problem for
transportation--about 13 million barrels of oil per day into transport, an amount
that will soon start to decline.
Once the decline starts, it is likely that as gasoline supply shrinks we will cope
at first. It will be frustrating, but the initial reaction may be similar to what we
saw in the late 70’s and early 80’s oil crisis. Over about four years, our consumption of oil declined by about 20%; averaged, this was a decline of about
5% per year for four years. We survived that, if not happily. 4 Gasoline prices
quickly doubled, to about $1.20 per gallon (1985 prices). There were two
recessions, with typical GDP drops of about 2%. This was hardly a disaster--the
worse 2009 recession had GDP drop by 4%.
I think that once available oil starts declining--if the decline is around 5% per
year--we can expect that for a few years we can manage as we did in the earlier
oil crisis. Gasoline prices will shoot up and consumption will drop. There will
be a recession but, without other factors, it won’t be major. (The “other factors”
might be a worldwide financial collapse as in 2008, for example.) Whether or
not we will take the growing crisis seriously at this point is not clear. The early
phase might be a kind of “phony war”, seeming not quite real. There will be a
temptation to think increased drilling for oil will help, although it won’t increased drilling is already here.
All this might begin around or before 2020, as mentioned in the “Rise and Fall
of Fossil Carbon” book. This date is ignored by government energy agencies,
but pretty much agreed on now by the people who follow this carefully. 5
In the long run the decline in fossil fuels will have dramatic effects on auto
travel. But what about the shorter run, beyond the first few years? What we
think that we need most is to get to work--gasoline for the daily commute. But
only about a quarter of all trips are to work or are business related. Another
quarter are personal errands, including shopping, and a third quarter are recre-

ational. The rest amounts to bits and pieces.6
I was quite surprised to learn that the national average commute to work is only
12 miles and about 20 minutes; if yours is much longer, you are in the minority
of commuters. (According to the National Household Travel Survey, an unfortunate ten percent of commuters in bigger cities have an hour long 38 mile
commute each way.) If you have been stuck in the resulting traffic jams in a mid
size city, you may have noticed how quickly the jams clear up about ten to
fifteen miles outside the central city, where the outer ring suburb density drops
off; of course you can spend a long time in that ten or fifteen miles. Try checking this yourself, turning on traffic on Google Maps during rush hour. The jams
really do not extend very far out. We will be stuck with this situation if we need
to continue single passenger commutes into the era when gasoline becomes
much less available.
Ten years of a 5% per year decline would leave us with about 60% of the
starting amount of oil or gasoline supply. (Of course, this is only a crude
estimate. Later I will use a ballpark number of 50% around 2030.) Maybe we
can sacrifice enough travel to get to this point.
What will be lost up to roughly ten years out is much of the other 75% or so of
our auto travel--shopping, recreation, visiting people and the other uses of
automobiles. Unfortunately, much of that other travel is vital to our economy.
By this time we will likely be deep into a serious economic depression, worse
than the one following on the 2008 financial crash. We will be past the era of
stopgaps and into an era needing effective replacement energy for
transportation.
I like to think of the moment of real consequences as “year zero”, when the
future really begins.
As I already mentioned, it is likely that we can, at the beginning, adapt to the
loss of gasoline for our cars and pickup trucks. This is probably not so for heavy
trucks. Our national heavy truck fleet uses about 3 million barrels of oil per day,
about 15% of the total. (This is according to the Hirsch Report.) Our entire
economy depends on the transportation of goods by diesel trucks. The gradual

loss of diesel fuel for our truck fleet will very badly hurt our economy. The
decline rate might be determined by fuel price, but in any case, there will be less
diesel fuel each year after the oil decline starts. This largely means less value in
the goods shipped by truck.
Trucks are only a fraction of all vehicles, but they have a big impact on all of
us.We are all familiar with the clot of trucks on our roads, both inside cities and
on highways. When you see these rows of trucks, you are looking at our
economy in motion.
Right now the value of all shipped goods is nearly one GDP or about $17
trillion per year. 7 About 82% of that value is shipped by trucks, either directly
or as part of the overall freight movement. Including air freight, the total goes
up to almost 90%. Our economy is literally truck borne. And almost three
quarters of that truck movement is distances less than 750 miles. 8 The implications of declining oil availability are more alarming for our trucking based
economy 9 than for auto gasoline, where we have some flexibility (eliminating
unnecessary travel).
There must be some ability to adjust the fraction of crude oil that becomes
diesel fuel rather than gasoline at our refineries. A rough estimate for now is that
we have 1 barrel of diesel (distillates) per 2 barrels of gasoline. An estimate I
have seen is that in Europe the ratio is nearer 1 barrel of distillates per 1.5
barrels of gasoline (they use more diesel fuel for cars than we do). So maybe the
diesel or distillate ratio to gasoline can be shifted from one half to two thirds.
We might not like it, but nationally we may have to shift our oil use from
gasoline for cars to diesel for trucks for some years after the oil decline starts.10
Otherwise the economic impact could be devastating. Of course, that only buys
us time--and at the cost of a sharper decline in our use of gasoline!
There is no good option. At best, we may be able to hold our existing fossil fuel
transportation economy together for 4-6 years in the face of declining oil. The
price will likely be an extended severe recession, if not depression. The Hirsch
Report warned us ten years ago that adapting to the loss of oil would take much
longer than 4-6 years, two decades or more.

There is much discussion about increasing the gasoline and diesel fuel efficiency of autos and trucks. This won’t help much--it means buying new cars and
trucks whose useful lifetime may be only a few years. Any improvements in
efficiency will be quickly overtaken by the decline in fossil fuels. The expense
in new fossil fuel vehicles will be wasted. 11
What will happen to personal air travel and air freight is completely unclear, if
ominous. New and more fuel efficient aircraft will help little. A five or ten
percent decline in jet fuel can be adapted to with a new fleet of planes. But then
we are stuck with them as available jet fuel declines further.
It should be clear by this point that limiting our travel in order to conserve fossil
fuels will only help partially and for a relatively brief time. We will be forced to
do that, but we must think beyond simple conservation measures.
I think that we want to preserve the industrial society we have, as much as
possible, and not go into a permanent economic decline. So we have to solve the
problem, not submit to it. That will be the point of later books in this series.
I have not looked much into the industrial use of oil and how it would be
affected by the coming oil decline. As we can see from the Hirsch Report,
industrial use of oil is at least minor compared to transportation. (Something
called Liquified Petroleum Gas or LPG is the main use in industry.) Fossil fuel
decline is already a big enough problem for us.
The replacement energy problem in transportation is going to be very complex-there will likely not be one solution, but many. But we can see that this is going
to be our most dangerous energy difficulty this century.

Chapter 3-Natural Gas for Households and
Industry
The replacement energy problem of fossil fuels for transport is the one most
dangerous to us. Natural gas availability comes second as a replacement energy
problem. We have been bombarded with claims that the nation has plenty of
natural gas. This is almost certainly not true (see the previous book on this). 1
The only good news is that the decline in U.S. natural gas will surely come later
than the decline in U.S. and world oil. And the exact nature of the decline will
probably be heavily influenced by the price of natural gas. And the world has
more natural gas than we do, and we may be able to import it for a time. 2 Alas,
world supplies of natural gas will eventually go into decline just as ours will,
theirs probably sometime after 2030 or 2040.
Much of our use of natural gas is almost completely unlike our use of crude oil.
Natural gas is mostly used directly for heat. Used this way, the waste is just the
fraction of the natural gas energy that “goes up the chimney”. You can see this
higher efficiency in the use of gas energy in the Livermore energy flow plot
earlier in the book. 3 The energy in crude oil, mostly used for transportation, is
horribly wasteful by comparison.
Unfortunately, the growing popular use of natural gas to generate electricity is
wasteful again, just like the use of coal for electricity. Natural gas electric power
plants waste about 60% of the energy in the gas.
So how do we use natural gas now? Very roughly, a third is used for generating
electricity, a third for residential plus commercial heating and a third for
industry.4
As natural gas becomes scarce, the most wasteful use--generating electricity-will become a near term replacement energy problem. We will need another
source of electricity. This is surprising. We have all been told that natural gas
gives us a replacement for coal generated electricity. The reasoning appears
good at a first look. Natural gas is mostly methane and this has one carbon atom
for four hydrogen atoms. For the energy we get from one molecule of methane

we get only one molecule of carbon dioxide, the now notorious atmospheric
pollutant. Coal, for various reasons, creates more carbon dioxide per unit of
energy produced in burning it (about 1.8 times as much as for natural gas). 5 So
if we want to reduce carbon dioxide pollution in the atmosphere, natural gas
seems a good idea.
The reasoning behind replacing coal electricity with natural gas electricity only
works if natural gas is abundant. Alas, it is not abundant. We will gradually
loose our present natural gas production. So using it for electricity generation is
not really the good idea it seems to be at first. It is better to use natural gas more
efficiently for heat and as a chemical feedstock.
Industrial use of natural gas is a key part of our economy. Less than a tenth of
industrial natural gas is used for chemical feedstocks for fertilizer, plastics and
many other products. Some of the rest is just used to heat industrial buildings.
But the important part in manufacturing is something called “process heat”. 6 It
amounts to almost half of the use of natural gas in manufacturing. And much of
that use is in chemical industries--oil refineries are an example. Fossil energy
inputs to industrial process heat vary a lot among gas, oil and coal. 7 Natural gas
is a part, but a big one, about three quarters of all energy use in process heat. 8 A
list of things that need process heat in their manufacture is almost a list of
everything we use. Here is a list from the EIA

Replacing fossil carbon energy in our manufacturing industries will be a
staggering job.
The remaining uses of natural gas are for households and commercial buildings.
About half the households in the U.S. use natural gas for space heating. 9 This
amounts to over a sixth of all natural gas consumed in the nation. It is also the
largest single use of energy by households that use natural gas for space heat,
several times the use of electrical energy. 10 The decline in available natural gas
will be a serious blow to home heating where it matters most--in the colder parts
of the nation. Since the decline in natural gas will surely be accompanied by a
big increase in price, it will hurt more than half the country. 11
Home heating is even a bigger replacement energy problem than just that due to
natural gas. A lot of our space heating is due not to natural gas but rather electric
power generated by burning fossil carbon. Together with natural gas, the fossil
carbon input to home space heating is almost total--the only non fossil input
being nuclear and hydro power in our electric power system.
So roughly a third of our natural gas goes to electric power generation and a
third to industry. The last approximate third of our natural gas use goes, actually

a lot of it, to heating homes, as we just mentioned, and “commercial space”.
This latter space includes a lot we really do not think of as commercial--schools,
churches, public buildings, health care, hotels...pretty much everything not
homes. It also includes warehouses, retail sale businesses and many other
spaces that we do think of as “commercial”. There are about five of these
“commercial” buildings for every hundred or so homes. But they are bigger
than houses. So they use a lot of natural gas--and electricity as well.
Natural gas for heat is both efficient and necessary for both our prosperity and
our comfort in private and public spaces. Replacing it will be yet another energy
problem.

Chapter 4-Coal and its Uses
We have a great deal of coal in our nation, probably still the largest proportion
of any country in the world (about a quarter of all the world’s reserves). Our oil
supply is nearing its rapid decline, our natural gas is limited, but we do have lots
of coal. Alas, coal comes with problems even bigger than its supply. Most of our
best coal, hard coal that burns cleanly, is long gone. We now burn lower grades
of coal that supply less energy per ton, and produce more waste when burnt--not
just the carbon dioxide that pollutes our atmosphere. 1 Mining it is an environmentally destructive activity. And yet, when we reach the end of our national
fossil carbon resources, coal is what we will have most of left.
Our coal production may go into decline only after mid century if we mine it
aggressively. However, if we conserve our coal resources, not burning it all as
fast as we can, it could last well into the next century. 2
Right now, over 90% of our use of coal is to make electricity, with only a small
bit going to industry. Most of our coal fired electricity plants are old, 35 years is
the average. Many old plants are now being retired because they cannot meet
modern emissions standards. 3 The replacement is currently natural gas power
generation. Those plants are simpler and cheaper than coal plants. But we have
more coal than natural gas, so it is not at all unlikely that coal electric power
generation will be back, unless we can find replacement sources for electric
power from coal.
So we have no immediate replacement energy problem for coal. If we continue
aggressively exploiting it there will be a replacement problem probably sometime after half century.
The difficulties with coal lie elsewhere, as we well know. Mining it can devastate our landscapes, using or getting rid of the ten percent or so solid wastes is
problematic, and coal produces airborn contaminants, carbon dioxide being only
one. One way of reducing the carbon dioxide emissions is to extract the gas,
liquify it, and pump it into the ground. 4 Dealing with other air pollutants is an
ongoing problem for coal electric power plants.

A simpler way to reduce coal carbon dioxide emissions by, say, half would be to
burn or otherwise use half as much coal as we do now. Replacing this missing
half of coal use would then become a replacement energy problem.
There is an interesting development in coal fired electric power plants. 5 It is
called, cumbersomely, “integrated gasification combined cycle” or IGCC. They
exist now. The coal is not directly burnt for heat but is used to make a gas that is
then burnt in gas turbines. Plants of this type have potentially low emissions and
can, with extra work, extract carbon dioxide to bury it. More important, if such
electric power plants were more common, the technology could be used elsewhere. This is because the intermediate product of such a plant is something
called “syngas”. This gas can be burned to make electricity or used to make
very many carbon containing things, including liquid vehicle fuel. We may need
to do that in the future. I will return to this in a later book.
Perhaps a good and practical thing to do in the short run of a few decades would
be to retire all old coal power plants and mandate that many, perhaps less than
half, be replaced by IGCC plants.
It would be best if we could do without coal entirely, but this is unlikely. Coal is
something we will have to learn to deal with when it is almost the only remaining carbon resource in the nation. Thinking ahead, we may even want to reduce
coal use this century to save it for future generations. A reduction in this
century’s carbon dioxide emissions would be a welcome benefit.

Chapter 5-Summing Up
Fuel
Very close to half of all our fossil carbon use (49%) is oil, and the coming
decline in world oil production is close in time and is the best established
projected fossil carbon decline. 1 In 2015 half of our oil use is imported and half
from domestic production, according to the EIA, the energy information
administration. Our own oil production has risen in recent years, a fact much
celebrated in our news media. The largest U.S. production increases have been
of so-called “shale oil”, also called “tight oil”. Realistic estimates of the available tight oil out to 2040 are around 23 billion barrels.2 This may seem like a
lot. But we use almost 20 million barrels of oil per day or over 7 billion barrels
per year; 23 billion barrels is clearly not so much. In fact, it is only about 11%
of all the oil we have produced since 1860. 3 This “tight oil” boom will end
soon.
Overall, it looks like the critical date in our oil will be sometime around 2020,
when an irreversible average decline sets in. This will be near the time of world
oil production decline.
If we are fortunate, U.S. production around 2030 might down to a quarter or so
of our present use, rather than half. Of course, this is completely at odds with
optimistic claims you will see or hear. 4 If world exports are down as well,
which seems likely, we will face about half the available oil that we get now
each year. This would correspond to about a 6% decline per year average over
these years 2020-2030. This will be the crisis we will face. It will start about
2020 or perhaps even earlier, before the end of the present decade.
The average car is driven about 13,000 miles per year. Half as much available
gasoline, at some now unknowable price, will take us perhaps half that far by
2030. Our ability to drive as much as we wish will erode steadily out to that
time and beyond, as we saw.
But what about improved auto gas mileage? Let’s revisit and expand on this.
Newer cars will use less gasoline. This will help little; over the last ten years the

mileage improvement per gallon has risen by 2% per year. If gasoline availability drops 6% per year, mileage improvements of new cars will not keep up.
Worse, new cars will be used a long time. The Hirsch report says that half of all
new autos will remain on the road 17 years later. Replacing the first half will
cost $1.3 trillion over that time. Drivers who do this will then be stuck with
expensive new cars whose usefulness will drop steadily as available gasoline
continues its inexorable decline and the autos can be driven less and less. There
will never be a gasoline engine car that can be driven on no gasoline.
A happy thought is that our driving habits can change. As we saw, quite a lot of
our driving is voluntary and not forced by commuting to work and necessary
shopping for essentials. So perhaps we can reduce our driving to current
European levels. 5 Despite very high gasoline costs (currently $6 per gallon in
Germany, as you can easily check), most europeans drive about 70% as far as
we do in a year. Faced with $6 gasoline, we as well might drive 30% less. The
unanswerable question for now is: could we drive half as much as now, faced
with very high gasoline prices or rationing. If that is possible, we might buy
time out to 2030 to change our transportation system for the years beyond 2030.
Given the immense investment in automobiles, no change will be quick.
I argued that the deeper problem is not our automobile culture, it is our dependence on the truck and aircraft industries. We are all familiar with just how
many trucks use our urban roads and our interstate highways. The use of diesel
fuel for trucks is not quite half what we use as gasoline for our autos. We saw
earlier that, about 90% of the value of merchandise moves on trucks (and
aircraft). It is impossible to imagine a near future out to 2030 with only half the
value in our economy being transported this way. What happens to the other
half? (Remember, us having half the present fossil fuel supply by 2030 is my
ballpark estimate. It could be better or worse.6)
Trucks last longer than cars. The Hirsch report shows that half of heavy trucks
are still in use after 28 years. (Just look at the condition of the trucks you see on
the road.) Fuel efficiency gains are almost negligible. And trucks depend totally
on our road and highway system. Moving the valuable freight to other media,
such as freight trains, will take much time. And our railroad system is today too
anemic to get freight where it needs to go. If you check Chapter 1, you will see

that the length of road per person is about forty times greater than the length of
railroad track per person. Long ago there were railroad tracks even in inner
cities, part of the much greater total track length per person then. Sometimes
you see them today, partly asphalted over. But they are long gone or unusable.
Much less diesel fuel for trucks might not collapse our economy, but it would be
very bad. It is hard to imagine workarounds. Perhaps there are clever ideas, but
a simple one is to drastically increase the amount of diesel fuel refined per
gallon of oil and decrease the amount of gasoline. 7 This probably means using a
different oil stream to restructured refineries, and allocating the resulting diesel
to trucks, busses, farm equipment and other vital uses. And we will all hate this
option: it means much less gasoline for our cars, not just half as much by 2030,
but closer to a quarter as much.
Just how much loss of jet fuel we will face is a lesser problem, but worrying as
well. Few people like modern air travel anyhow, so it may not be missed.
At present, industry uses about a quarter of our oil use, as LPG. About half of
this goes into the manufacture of what is called “petrochemicals”. If we keep
our economy even somewhat as it is now, the other half of industrial use of oil,
presumably as building and process heat, will have to go away….somehow.
It is only too easy to develop scenarios for the period 2020-2030, but they will
all be constrained by the fact of time. Most commentary on declining oil puts
this as a simple efficient use problem. It is not that, it is a major economy
restructuring problem. And it is hard to imagine major restructuring of our
economy in one decade, something that has only happened during major wars.

Heat
How much of our fossil carbon end use is just for heat? Not heat that is used to
run engines, just heat--heat to keep houses and businesses warm, process heat in
industry. I do not know, but it might be as much as a quarter to a third. Somehow, we are going to have to replace this heat from fossil carbon with ”replacement heat”. I cannot recall anyone discussing this particular replacement heat
problem in anything but a very casual way.

There are two kinds of heat we need. One is low temperature heat, the heat to
warm houses and other buildings. If I heat my house using natural gas, the gas
burner is quite hot. But the heat I use is from the resulting hot water in radiators
that is not a lot warmer than the house itself. It is convenient to use hot burning
gas as a heat source, but it is not necessary. An oil filled electric heater would do
the same job and nothing in it would be really hot. The other type of heat we
need is mainly industrial process heat.
So there are two very different heat energy replacement problems. I can heat my
house with wood, or buy an electric powered heat pump, or use expensive
electric heaters. This will not work for process heat. Process heat requires
temperatures of 500 to over 800 degrees Centigrade, the temperature of burning
fossil carbon itself. Once fossil fuels are scarce, I have no idea where this
economically vital heat energy will come from. Industry cannot proceed without
it.

Electricity
Two thirds of the source energy for our electric power comes from fossil
carbon--coal and natural gas. Essentially all of this will have to be replaced by
2100, much of it sooner than that, probably by 2030. The only other significant
sources of electric power now are nuclear and hydro power, with a bit from
wind.
I argued earlier that it makes little sense to use natural gas for electric power,
despite its growing popularity now. In the next few decades, natural gas will
have to be diverted to other uses. Its role in electricity production will have to
be replaced.
Coal for electric power generation is the big issue. Mining it produces devastation of the environment, greater or lesser depending on how the mining and land
reclamation is done. Burning it produces toxic gasses, the largest concern now
being carbon dioxide and mercury metal vapor. And then the waste products
have to be used or disposed of; some of these are also toxic. Coal is just a very
messy and undesirable source of energy. But we appear stuck with it, because

there is so much compared to other fossil carbon sources. (With oil and gas, the
undesirable parts are left underground.)
We have today over 1300 coal fired power plants providing about 300 gigawatts
of capacity or about 170 gigawatts sustained average electric power. This is
over 40% of our total national 400 average gigawatts of delivered electric
power. 8 By 2016, the EIA estimates that about 60 gigawatts of this capacity will
be lost due to the closing of many old coal fired power plants. This is about 20%
of the total. The EIA cites the average age of the plants to be closed as over 50
years. Most of these have low capacity. Clearly, they are at the end of their
useful lives anyhow.
Seen in the long run, when fossil carbon resources are nearly exhausted, the
closing of old coal fired electric power plants is a good thing. Toward the
middle of this century, coal will have a quite different role in the energy supply
of the nation compared to now. If we are not to exhaust our resources, we will
be using less coal, and likely for different purposes than we do now. This may
well mean fewer and more sophisticated coal power plants. It may also mean
that coal is used for synthetic carbon compounds, including fuels. (This is why
an earlier note mentioned so-called “IGCC” coal power plants.)
Coal is not going away as an energy source until after mid-century. The problem
is to use it well and prepare for limited coal use in 2100-probably for the
synthetic fuels I just mentioned.
But after mid century, even cautious use of our coal resources will lead to a
replacement carbon fuels problem. We cannot make carbon containing vehicle
fuels without carbon. A glance at the Livermore energy flow plot at the beginning shows that even at half our present coal use, there is just not enough coal to
replace present liquid carbon fuel use. In 2100, when oil and natural gas are
scarce, we might have a small synthetic carbon fuel supply from coal.

The Scale of Replacement Energy9
Here is a way to get a qualitative idea just what will be needed to replace most
fossil carbon energy by 2100. At the beginning of this book, I linked to the

Lawrence Livermore energy flow plot. Here are some edited parts of that plot.
The width of the inflowing energy and outflowing energy are equal and proportional to the number of Quads of used energy per year. On the left are the varied
energy inflows and on the right the outflows as useful energy and waste. In the
Livermore plot, the sum of the width of all inflows equals the outflows. The
number in the box is the total energy use for the year. The most important
feature here is the useful energy-shown here as an outflow number in quads-and
the energy wasted as heat dumped to the environment and not used. I have kept
the number of quads of energy, but left out some small input contributions. This
is why the input flows sometimes do not exactly match the outflows. Where the
“other contributions” are too large to be ignored, they are labelled, just as
“other”. By looking at the width of the flows you can get a pretty good idea just
how much fossil carbon energy has to be replaced.

Electrical Power
Here is the energy flow for the generation of electricity. Notice that most of the
energy input to make electrical power is from fossil carbon, but not all of it. In
this and the following edited plots, both total energy and useful output energy
are given as numbers. The wasted energy in all the plots is light gray.

Transportation Energy
This plot shows the amazing level of waste of the input fossil carbon energy in
the transportation system. Notice that the actual useful energy per year (5.6
Quads) is only about 45% of the total distributed electrical energy in the nation.
Put another way, if all the present useful energy from fossil fuels in transportation were replaced at 100% efficiency by electrical energy, it would only mean
increasing our distributed electrical energy by about 50%!

Energy in Industry
The use of energy in industry is varied, but most is fossil carbon. There is little
waste

Household and Commercial Energy
Almost all is fossil carbon, used mainly for heating. The energy from electricity
is itself mostly fossil carbon, of course. Notice that the useful fraction is large
and relatively little is wasted.

Epilog
It was already clear at the beginning of this book that our coming fossil carbon
decline will cause a wrenching change in the nation over this century. After all,
85% or so of our primary energy is from fossil carbon. What was not so clear
was just how broadly fossil carbon energy is imbedded in our industrial society.
Now it is clear that fossil carbon is everywhere and almost every energy process
that we developed during the industrial revolution will have to change. Instead
of energy being a small part of our economy, it will take a central place. As a
result, most of what we think of as modern society will surely change as well.
We need to start planning for the future soon.

Backbook
Introduction
1. Energy drives our industrial society. We need some idea how to measure it.

The “Calorie” unit of energy is still used by us for the energy in food, but
elsewhere--in most of the world-- the metric unit is used. It is easy to convert.
To two digits of accuracy (easiest to remember), one “Calorie”, with a capital C,
can be set equal to 4200 Joules of energy. (See “After Fossil Carbon” for
details.) So a daily diet of 2000 Calories corresponds to an energy intake of
about 8 million Joules. A million is written short as a “mega” or using the
further abbreviation of just “M”. So this is “8 megajoules” or 8 MJ for short.
The Joule unit of energy is better known to us in terms of power. One “Watt” of
power times one second of time, one Watt-second, is the energy unit one Joule.
A “100 Watt” incandescent light bulb outputs power of 100 Watts continuously;
almost all of this is heat, not light. If it does this for one second, the energy put
out is 100 Joules or 100 Watt-seconds. If a 100 Watt bulb burns for one full day,
the energy output is our 8 MJ. Energy in this case is power in Watts times the
time in seconds.

2. Most of our energy is from fossil carbon. Burned for its energy content in the
form of heat, it makes up over 80% of our national use of energy. We turn fossil
carbon heat energy into useful work, thanks to engines. The engines that exploit
fossil carbon are everywhere. The engines plainest to us are in our automobiles
and trucks. But there are many other engines, not obviously based on fossil
carbon, in daily life, mostly electric engines in household devices. The list is
long: clothes washers, pumps and motors in home furnace heating
systems...These home electric engines are driven by power produced by other
engines, the generator systems in remote plants that produce electricity. These
plants burn fossil carbon to produce the electricity that we use. Even where
there are no household engines, the power we use comes from those remote
engines in power plants. Here too the list of energy users is long: microwave
ovens, computers, televisions...an almost endless array. The same is true of
workplaces. We use a vast array of electrical devices at work as well as electric
motors. Besides our direct use for energy, fossil carbon provides the vital
element in industry that we convert to carbon compounds. Here too the list is
long: plastics, drugs, fertilizer and very much more.
What seldom registers to us is the amazing level of waste of energy in turning
fossil carbon to heat and then heat to energy in a useful form. Fossil carbon is
such an abundant source of energy that we can easily ignore how much of it is
wasted, often sixty to eighty percent. This waste is heat that is just dumped into
the environment.
It is flows of energy in the entire United States that show how we use energy.
The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory produces energy flow graphs that show
just how much energy is used in a year, and for what. These graphs are difficult
to read, but very important. Here is one of them, for the year 2012. The amount
of energy used in a year is shown in boxes on the left, the unit being the
“Quad”, which is about 1.06 exajoules or 1.06 EJ (an exajoule is ten to the
power 18 joules). So the energy use in 2012, added up, is about 100 exajoules-incidentally, about what it was ten years earlier. The plot shows the flow of
energy from the sources on the left to uses in the middle and right side. Notice
that most energy by source is fossil carbon (82%) and most of that is oil, or
petroleum. From the plot, at the bottom, it is astonishing just how much of the
energy in transportation is wasted as heat (light gray on this plot)--almost 80%!

Only about 20% of the energy in the oil going into transportation is actually
“useful energy” providing motion. Overall, about 60% of the primary energy is
wasted, mostly just because it is first converted, by burning, to heat. Then some
of the heat energy is turned into useful energy. The least wasteful uses are for
residential, commercial and industrial use. Here, primary energy is used directly
for heat only or fossil carbon is converted to other forms (plastic and the like).
Let’s adapt this plot to the energy use per household; there are about 115
Million households in the U.S., for 320 Million people. So each one uses
roughly one terajoule of energy per year or, if represented as steady power use,
28 kilowatts. That is as if each household had sixteen 1200 Watt toasters
running all the time! This is all the yearly primary energy use for everything in
the nation, as steady power in Watts per household. It is a lot. And it is not just
our “personal” use, but the entire nation’s use per household. If you think that
you do not use much energy, you are counting wrong.

3. If all this energy that we use costs around the 6% of our GDP that the EIA
claims, a dollar’s worth of energy gets us about $17 of GDP. It is interesting that
in the1970’s the corresponding fraction of GDP that was energy purchases was
closer to 12%. (From the EIA, or the Energy Information Administration, in our

Department of Energy). Energy cost being a factor two higher fraction of GDP
at that time was no disaster. But energy costs as a fraction of wages is higher
than this (plot from “ourfiniteworld.com”)

if energy costs as a fraction of wages were to double in our present economy, it
would be a big problem for most households. (Notice that a recent EIA number
for energy prices to GDP is closer to 6% than the 8% on this plot).
More interesting to my mind is the following plot by the Federal Reserve Bank
of Minneapolis, showing percentages of expenses by income quintile. At the
median income, energy amounts to about 13% of expenditures. This is really
not a lot considering that the entire economy cannot exist without energy.
This is the paradox of energy on a household level: the key physical factor that
allows our economy to work is only one of many things we pay for, and is not
even large.

4. Fossil carbon energy is cheap now, but it is more expensive than when the
industrial revolution began. It is hard to find accurate statistics, but in Britain
about 1870 a dollar’s worth of coal produced on the order of a hundred dollars
of GDP. In an economic sense, coal was almost free--as if there was a giant pile
of it for anybody to take. Mining then was a terrible industry, but tiny compared
to the economy. Energy is more costly now, but energy industries are also a
greater part of our economy. Perhaps by 2100 greater replacement energy cost
will be balanced by it being a greater part of our GDP.
5. We saw in the first small book in this series that available fossil carbon
energy will start declining, probably soon. Five percent decline per year, if it is
uniform over time, means that we would end up with only about a third of our
present supply 22 years after the decrease starts. This decline is roughly what

the projections of Jean Laherrere give for world oil production, once it goes into
decline. His projections were mentioned in the earlier book.
6. We use a lot of energy, in the U.S. we use about 300 gigajoules per personthat one terajoule per household. The European value is half that. Maybe we can
conserve energy and use less. But Europe is smaller than the U.S. and has a less
difficult climate than we do. It is unlikely that the conservation possibilities here
are even an overall use of half our present use per person. Already a century ago
we used a third of the energy per person that we do now. Even reducing use to
half what it is now may be optimistic, unless we accept a poorer society. I will
come in a later book to what conservation might be possible.
7. Our wasteful use of the energy in gasoline and diesel fuel is alarming. It is
not much remarked on, but the utility of battery electric automobiles arises
mainly from this one physics fact. Gasoline has about forty times the energy per
kilogram of mass as does a modern Lithium-Ion battery (43MJ/kg versus 1MJ/
kg). But the battery-electric motor system is probably 80%-90% efficient, when
compared to about 20% for modern fossil fuel driven cars. So the energy
advantage of gasoline has to be discounted by a factor of at least 4 once one
looks at the relative efficiencies. There is even an additional loss of advantage
for gasoline because of the mass of the needed engine and running gear. Batteries and electric motors are much lighter. So this is at least one potential source
of energy conservation.

Chapter 1-Our Transportation Infrastructure
1. Much of this chapter is an update to the “Hirsch Report” from 2005, available
as “The Peaking of World Oil Production” at netl.gov/publications. At the time,
this was the most complete description of the problems we face when one form
of fossil carbon--oil--starts declining.
2. Transportation is central to our economy, and 9% of our GDP in transportation is large. If you are interested in statistics, these and some other numbers are
from the CIA World Factbook, a good general source.

3. The more detailed figures for jobs and GDP are 8.8% of jobs and 8.6% of
GDP for all transportation in 2013. See the government statistics at rita.dot.gov/
bts/sites/rita.dot.gov.bts/files/TSAR_2013.pdf
4. Turning to travel, apart from Wikipedia and the CIA World Factbook, a useful
source on our household travel is in the 2009 household travel survey, nhts.ornl.gov/2009/pub/stt.pdf
5. The roads we travel on are expensive, but not ruinously so. I got the numbers
for the cost of maintaining our roads--the $150 billion per year--from the census
bureau, http://www2.census.gov/govs/local/summary_report.pdf . But roads are
only a part of our transportation system.
6. Looking back to the era before automobiles dominated, it is likely that many
American cities of the time had, relative to their populations, large public
transport systems. Minneapolis and Saint Paul’s system was about half the size
of the LA Redcar system for a somewhat smaller population in 1920. The Twin
Cities system ran off the electricity from one modest power plant on the
Mississippi river. These systems used remarkably little energy by modern
standards (a hundred megawatts or so of electric power). They worked well
because power distribution and electric motors are very efficient.
7. For an estimate of energy use by streetcars, it is easy to guess that a streetcar
would need maybe 400 horsepower or, at 750 Watts per horsepower, 300
kilowatts. If this is the average (it is more likely the peak power) and if, like the
Red Car system in Los Angeles, there is one car for each kilometer of track,
then the power need for the system would be 270 megawatts. This would be
when everything is going, during daytime, and is closer to a peak than the
average. A city of a million people typically uses one or two gigawatts of
electric power for all its systems. So a streetcar system is not an energy hog,
although the power need would be bigger for a larger system.
8. Modern autos are heavy and fast. Personal electric vehicles can be light and
slow, saving energy, but there remains the problem that the best, and still
expensive, batteries only contain one or two percent of the energy in an equivalent mass of gasoline. Electric autos will be expensive for a long time, compared to their performance. And do not underestimate the cost of maintaining

our roads. The cost will fall entirely on automobiles. And there may be fewer
than today. And without diesel fuel for maintenance, it will likely cost a multiple per auto of what it costs now (about $600 per car per year).
As another cautionary factor, it would be well to notice that our present national
prosperity is a product of the fossil carbon era, not a law of nature. In a poorer
nation, electric cars may become a luxury, as gasoline autos once were. If you
own a car now, you can easily figure out what the yearly cost is, amortizing the
purchase price and including taxes, insurance, gasoline and maintenance. It is an
alarming number. At the U.S. government figure of $0.50 per mile total cost,
this averages about $7000 per car per year--not counting road maintenance costs
beyond those in gas taxes. You could pay for a lot of streetcar rides for a fifth or
a tenth of this.
9. For more information on public transit, including busses, see apta.com/
resources/statistics/Documents/FactBook/2013-APTA-Fact-Book.pdf As two
examples, Los Angeles has about 2500 diesel busses and Minneapolis-Saint
Paul, a typical mid size city, has about 900. Los Angeles has, according to
Wikipedia, a total system length about the same as the old Red Car system for a
population some five times bigger. (This amounts to very roughly a half meter
system per person, if my earlier ratio can be used here.)
10. Air travel, compared to autos, may be small in amount, but it still adds up to
a bit less than two thousand miles per person per year, compared to around 13
thousand miles per person per year by automobile. For data on this, see rita.dot.gov/bts/sites/rita.dot.gov.bts/files/publications/national_transportation_statistics/
html/table_01_40.html

Chapter 2-The Transportation Fuel Problem
1. All of our transportation fuel is refined from crude oil. Crude oil is what you
hear or see the price quoted on, recently about $100 per barrel and now less than
that--crude oil is what refineries buy on the market to make into gasoline, diesel,
jet fuel and other fuels. If you combine this with something called “condensate”,
which most refineries do not want in any quantity, the world now produces
roughly 76 million 42 gallon barrels per day. This amount has not changed by

more than a few percent over the last ten years (it is actually up by about 5%
recently).
What is not crude oil is what most media call “oil”, which is properly called “all
liquids”. That includes mainly stuff like propane, butane and the like. They are
good for camping stoves, but do not fuel most cars. Refineries that output
gasoline and other such fuels do not want this stuff as an input. This “all
liquids” has been increasing over time but is not of interest for transportation.
Mentioning that production of all liquids (as if it were the same as crude oil) has
been increasing is seriously misleading. A very good source to follow true crude
oil is Ron Patterson’s peakoilbarrel.com . This blog has many good and informed comments.
Ballpark numbers for what comes from refining crude oil are about 45%
gasoline, 20% diesel (or distillate fuel oil, as it is called), 10% jet fuel plus other
and heavier hydrocarbons. These fractions can be changed, but at some expense
for the refinery.
2. Although more than ten years old, the data in the Hirsch Report is still useful.
Here is the historical breakdown. It is in units of quadrillion BTU or “Quads”;
for our purposes a Quad is close enough to one exajoule (EJ). Remember that
total U.S. energy use has, for more than a decade, been about 100 EJ.

The breakdown of this oil use is given in the text, but here it is again

3. The Hirsch profile of our present stock of cars, trucks and planes is less
interesting than consumption, but it is disturbing, because of the lifetime and
cost of the stock. The replacement cost of our present vehicles is, according to

the Hirsch report, some $2 Trillion or about a sixth of our 2005 GDP. This gives
us an idea of the money involved in transportation.

4. One indication of how we respond to a decline in available oil is that we did
survive the oil shocks of the late 70’s and early 80’s. This EIA plot shows what
happened--a 20% decline over the key four years, mostly imports. We got more
efficient in our oil use as a result.

5. As I already mentioned, I depend principally on the work by Jean Laherrere
on oil, but there are other contributors of note--Colin Campbell, Ron Patterson
and his blog, Dennis Coyne, and many others. With minor variations, they all
expect a decline in the 2020’s.
6. Thinking further about the effect of a decline in transportation fuel, the
fractions of auto travel that are work, errand or recreational being roughly about
a quarter each is very useful but approximate. There are more details in the
“Household Travel Survey 2009” (U.S. Department of Transportation).
7. A huge amount of our economy is based on trucking; the numbers in the text
are from the “Freight Facts and Figures 2013” from the U.S. Department of
Transportation. The breakdown by type of transportation looks like this:

If I include “Multiple Modes & Mail”, which likely is mostly trucks, the truck
total is about 82% of the value of all shipments; that is what I used in the text.
8. And here is the breakdown of freight moved by distance. About 40% of the
value of freight is moved 100 miles or less. Almost all is moved a thousand
miles or less.

9. Perhaps half the transportation contribution to GDP and jobs (roughly 4%
each) is in the trucking industry itself--not counting other trucking related jobs.
This whole sector of the economy is at risk from declining oil.

10. Using the earlier 5% per year oil decline and assuming that we can, in a
short time, shift 30% of our oil use from gasoline to diesel, we would gain 6
years--at the cost of a much larger decline in gasoline consumption. We will
face one devil or the other.
11. The Hirsch Report puts the lifetime of our automobile fleet at well over 10
years and the replacement cost of our vehicle fleet at around $2 trillion. Replacing this fleet with yet more fossil fuel dependent vehicles is questionable, as
mentioned in the text. We might do better by keeping the existing fleet going
and gradually scrapping it as replacement energy for transportation becomes
available--and new transportation options. So far as I can tell, this possibility is
never mentioned.

Chapter 3-Natural Gas for Households and
Industry
1. For our natural gas supply, the study I rely on is another due to Jean Laherrere, which has U.S. natural gas peaking slightly around 2020 and then entering
a long term decline. His projection for unconventional “shale” gas is in line with
others that study the gas fields in detail. He combines a coming bump in shale
production followed by a decline together with an additional expected decline in
conventional gas. This just continues the existing conventional decline that has
been going on for some years now. See the preceding book in this series for
more on this.
There is surely a difference between the geological and economic limits on
production of oil and gas. There is pretty good evidence (see Laherrere) that the
main limit on oil production is geological, with a less important economic
component. Or: higher prices do not unleash a lot of crude oil, perhaps ten
percent at best. For natural gas, production can probably increase moderately
with an increasing price. This is reflected in the MIT study mentioned in the
previous book. They think that natural gas will last beyond the 2020’s. I do
think that their projection-higher price unleashes significant volumes of available gas-are much too optimistic. The MIT results depend on modeling by ICF
International, but I can find no useful details on the model, making it impossible
to judge it. This difficulty aside, the ICF projected conventional gas volumes

versus price look unreasonable when compared to any other gas source or
discovery history.
Nevertheless, Laherrere’s projection for natural gas may be somewhat pessimistic if our economy can adapt to much higher natural gas prices, say four or
more times the present 2015 price. This does not change the fact that there is no
good support for the popular idea that the U.S. has lots of natural gas, enough
for a century or more. This claim of a century’s worth of natural gas is surely
fantasy.
For the purpose of this book I assume that U.S. natural gas production will go
into decline sometime in the 2020’s, even if the price increases.
2. Although we do have natural gas, we are not the leaders in natural gas
reserves. You can easily check on Wikipedia that just Russia, Iran, Qatar and
Turkmenistan have more than ten times our natural gas reserves, and the world
overall about twenty times our reserves. So it might seem that we can just
replace our own natural gas with imported gas. At present, importing natural gas
is very expensive because it has to be liquified and stored under pressure and
cold on the ships that transport it. This will surely work if prices are very high,
but we will then be vulnerable because of these imports.
We should probably not be too optimistic about importing natural gas after the
decline in world crude oil production is underway. There will likely be new and
unexpected convulsions in national oil and natural gas markets in the 2020’s.
3. Historically, natural gas first emerged as a source of heat. You may even be
familiar with the efficient use of natural gas purely for heat. It is common for
household boilers and other heating sources to be upwards of 90%-95% efficient, meaning only five or ten percent of the energy is wasted up the chimney
of your house. Of course, keeping your house at a constant temperature means
that all the energy in the natural gas eventually ends up in the environment. This
amount of loss can only be reduced by high quality insulation and reducing
additional heat loss through the exchange of household air with outside air.
4. A detailed breakdown of our natural gas use from the EIA for 2014, compared to a rough estimate of a third each for electricity, industry and home and

commercial heat is in the following table. The total use for 2014 is about 27
“tcf” or trillion cubic feet. If you want to compare to the Livermore energy flow
plot, one “tcf” is nearly one exajoule; an accurate number is 1.08 EJ per tcf.

5. Natural gas is a minor atmospheric pollutant. As an aside, we will come later
to energy from coal. In addition to polluting the atmosphere with carbon
dioxide, about a tenth of the mass of coal in a power plant ends up as a residue
containing, in part, toxic compounds. So it pollutes soil as well.
6. Today, natural gas is very widely employed beyond for electricity and heat.

An approximate breakdown of its vital uses in our manufacturing economy is,
from a EIA 2010 survey:
mostly process heat 46%
boiler fuel 37%
nonfuel feedstocks 9%
nonprocess plus other use 8%

Here is an energy flow diagram (“Sankey diagram”) for all manufacturing and
all energy sources, not just natural gas, from the site energy.gov. It shows very
clearly how dependent manufacturing is on fossil carbon.

7. And here is a supplementary breakdown of process heat sources, from the
Iowa State University energy sourcebook, Chapter 4

8. Process heat in manufacturing can be from burning of natural gas, coal, oil
but also sources not due to fossil fuels. A source of information here is www.energy.gov; here is a breakdown (at low resolution) from the energy.gov process
heating sourcebook,

Another way of seeing where process energy goes is this energy flow diagram
from energy.gov -- “steam”, of course, is generated by fossil fuels, mostly
natural gas.

9. Turning to space heating, the breakdown of our main sources of space heating
is, roughly mostly natural gas, followed by electricity, with the largest remainders being wood, LPG and fuel oil. The percentages, from EIA, are 50% natural
gas, 37% electricity (mostly from coal), 6% fuel oil, 5% LPG (mostly propane),
2% wood, when rounded off.
10. Our houses use in total 5.1 trillion cubic feet (tcf) of natural gas per year.
This is close to 6 exajoules per year for approximately 57 million houses. Per
house this amounts to an average of roughly 110 gigajoules per year. Averaging
over a whole year of 32 million seconds, this is about 3.4 kilowatts of heat
power used for these houses, averaged over a whole year. (For comparison, the
same yearly averaged electric power use per house for the whole nation is about
1 kilowatt per house.) Of course, the monthly average use of heat power in
winter is often much larger than this yearly average. Often it exceeds 10
kilowatts per house in a winter month--when electric power use might still be

around the 1 kilowatt just mentioned. In December and January I use almost
exactly an average 10 kilowatts of heat power to heat my house.
I want to revisit an earlier number. Per household the nation uses, as average
power, about 28 kilowatts. When we look at our “personal” household energy
use, we only see roughly the 4-5 or so kilowatts that we use for heat and
electricity. We just ignore the remainder that keeps our economy going.
11. At the time of writing, the selling price of natural gas “at the gas well” is
absurdly cheap, about $3 per gigajoule. (Oil at $60 per barrel is $10 per GJ.)
However, often prices are in dollars per thousand cubic feet or in millions of
BTU, both close to one gigajoule as energy released when burnt. (One BTU is
1055 Joules.) Wellhead prices have been over $10 per gigajoule for very brief
periods, a $5 average being more typical.
Actual household natural gas energy prices are often quoted in units of
“therms” (about a tenth of a gigajoule). A typical household bill in early 2015
might be around $5 per gigajoule for gas, plus other charges of $2 or so per
gigajoule. This adds up to perhaps twice the wellhead price. These numbers are
from my own gas bill, so you might want to check them for your case. If long
term wellhead prices go above $18 per gigajoule--quite possible from an MIT
study I have seen--and the other charges scale with this price, then my home
gas heat bill would go up by a factor six. Hopefully the other charges will not
scale up this way.

Chapter 4-Coal and its Uses
1. Our coal is mostly but not entirely carbon. In the U.S. convenient, but only
rough types are anthracite, 90% carbon and delivering 35 MJ/kg when burnt;
bituminous, 70% carbon and delivering 30 MJ/kg when burnt; sub-bituminous,
40% carbon and delivering 22 MJ/kg when burnt; lignite, 30% C and delivering
15 MJ/kg when burnt. These numbers are all very approximate, but good for
orientation.

Of course, unlike oil and gas with their simple holes in the ground, coal is
mined, mostly by digging up and moving large amounts of soil and rock above
coal seams.
It is also important to keep in mind that coal is quite unlike oil products or
natural gas when burnt for energy. They tend to produce mostly carbon dioxide
and water as end products. Coal does that, but burning it concentrates anything
toxic in the original coal in the gaseous and solid residue from burning. We burn
about a billion tons of coal per year for electricity and about ten percent of that
ends up as coal ash that has to be either used or disposed of. Put another way,
per person we use about 3 tons of coal a year and about 300 kilograms of that is
residue. Depending on the original coal, the ash can have a lot of undesirable
stuff in it.

A useful breakdown of coal production by the EIA is

2. There have been a number of projections for our coal production thru 2100.
The German Energy Watch Group presented some of the earliest independent

estimates in 2007. Their probably most realistic projection has our coal production peaking soon:

More recent projections by Hook and Aleklett at the University of Uppsala in
2010 look similar to those of the EWG when using similar assumptions. One
interesting plot by them includes estimates of recoverable Montana coal, not in
the EWG projections, leading to production out to 2100:

Strip mining this much coal has, so far as I know, never been presented by
engineers. There is also much public opposition to strip mining coal in Montana
and this plot is unlikely to ever become reality.
Very recent work by Rutledge at Cal Tech, is more pessimistic than these
projections. He quotes projected extraction of 90% of the total available coal by
2051 for western U.S. coal and 2071 for eastern U.S. coal. The 90% extraction
date is well past any peak in production.
I want to add two comments at this point.
First, projections are not scientific predictions--they depend on the data and
other information available when they are made. Properly, projections need to
be updated as information changes. So the peaks shown here depend on the
assumptions about mining and the data on reserves at the time the projections
were made. This said, the projections over the last ten years by different groups
do not differ dramatically. Only various government agency projections differ,
in being more optimistic.

Second, a look at the projections here makes one think that if our U.S. coal
production were reduced to half what it is now, to about a half billion tons per
year, our coal would last well into the 22nd century. (I already mentioned this
possibilty in the text.) This possibility of some still available U.S. fossil carbon
after 2100 is a reflection of the vast reserves of coal that we still have.
3. Modern coal fired electric power plants are staggeringly complex, due to the
need to remove contaminants from the gasses they emit--solids, sulfur oxides,
nitrogen oxides, mercury, and possibly even carbon dioxide. The very useful
MIT report “The Future of Coal” from 2007 contains the following diagram of a
coal fired electric power plant of a particular type. It is even a bit difficult to find
out exactly where in the plant the actual coal burning takes place, there is so
much else going on.

4. The MIT report mentioned in that last note is mainly concerned with the
problem of sequestering carbon dioxide from coal fired electric power plants. It
can be done, but uses a quarter or so of the energy the plant produces to achieve
that. The MIT study seems to view a 60% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions
as realistic. My own view, mentioned earlier, is that we should just cut coal use

by half and use most of what remains for synthetic fuels. Expensive and scarce,
synthetic fuels could never replace abundant oil based fuels, but they would
help.
5. I mention alternative coal plants here in the text because this gasification
technology they use will reappear in a later book in this series. For additional
information, see Chapter 3 of the MIT report “The Future of Coal” and the
appendices. A very schematic diagram of such a plant, used to generate electricity from coal is in the MIT report:

You will probably see and hear much about such plants in the future. At present,
they are expensive. The only one I know of with project cost data, in Kemper,
Mississippi, has a cost of about $7 per average watt electric power capacity.
(About $3.5 billion for roughly 500 Megawatts electric power.) This cost is
inflated because the plant is also supposed to sequester the produced carbon
dioxide. These “IGCC” plants will be important without carbon dioxide extraction, which adds greatly to their complexity.

Chapter 5-Summing it all up

1. My preference in world oil projections is that by Jean Laherrere, mentioned
here and in the earlier book in this series. His projection shows world oil
production in decline by 2020 or maybe earlier. World exports of oil, as against
raw production, could drop sooner, an observation by Jeffrey Brown (see the
Wikipedia page on the “export land model”.) Of course, we care about exports
available to us, not overall production.
2. The estimate of 23 billion barrels of shale oil out to 2040 is from the quite
detailed paper “Drilling Deeper” by J. David Hughes of the Post Carbon
Institute, available on the web. He views the EIA projections below as unrealistically optimistic. Here is the EIA plot, with its many options, which Hughes
criticizes.

The EIA “reference case” is far too high, from a reading of “Drilling Deeper”; it
is hard to credit the assumption of the EIA that the lowest possible value of the
oil recovered from 2013-2040 will be 77 billion barrels, including non-shale oil.
It must be much less than this. If the lower estimate is correct, even U.S. crude
oil production will go into decline by about 2020 and be well below the low
EIA estimate for 2040.
3. The EIA has a spreadsheet of U.S. crude oil production that goes back to
1850. You can find it on their website. I don’t know of a similarly complete

spreadsheet for world crude oil production. This is sorely lacking and I wish the
EIA could publish it because of our dependence on world oil exports.
4. There is a caveat due here on future U.S. oil production. Although long
established technology played a role, the amazing recent sharp rise in tight oil
production is almost certainly due to the availability of “cheap money”, or
speculative investment funds, available after the 2008 financial crisis. If, in the
future, oil companies are able to access U.S. government funds at near zero
interest rates, this immense subsidy might draw out the date of the decline. It
will, however, not stop the process.
5. Turning to transportation, according to the Federal Highway Administration
(check http://www.fhwa.dot.gov), most European countries have about 70% of
our per capita vehicle miles travelled per year. (Germany 3961 miles per capita
per year, the U.S. 5701 in 1997) This is not half our value, although European
vehicles do use less gasoline than ours. Anybody who has been stuck in a
German autobahn traffic jam at the end of the summer vacation period is well
aware that Europeans do indeed travel a lot in their autos. (The longest traffic
jam in my life started 100 kilometers outside Hamburg when the official
vacation period ended.)
6. Estimating half our current U.S. oil production in 2030 assumes that the EIA
estimates in the graph in an earlier note are almost certainly far too high.
7. Turning to trucking and diesel fuel, there must be experts out there who know
just what is needed to increase the diesel fuel refined per gallon of crude oil
from roughly 20% diesel + 45% gasoline to the reverse fraction. I personally
have no idea how this might be done.
8. The delivery of electric power from power plants is complicated. Here and
elsewhere, there is a big distinction between “capacity” and “average delivered
power”. For coal, about 56% of “capacity” is delivered in an average sense of
end electric energy per year delivered divided by the number of seconds in a
year. Coal plants can reach a high average, but usually do not because they can,
and do, respond to changing demand. The 400 gigawatts of total average
electric power in the text is roughly 13 exajoules per year divided by the
number of seconds in a year.

9. The text here contains the overall energy flow plots and I will not reproduce
them in this endnote.

